Dermatoscopic and Mucoscopic Features of Lesions in Patients with Behcet's Disease.
Behcet's disease (BD), as a vasculitis, can affect small and large vessels. As dermatoscopy has been shown to improve the accuracy in diagnosis of various skin lesions especially vascular patterns, we set this study to find if there is any characteristic pattern in the dermatoscopy of Behcet's mucocutaneous lesions. This prospective cross-sectional observational study designed to evaluate dermatoscopic features of Behcet's mucocutaneous lesions. Fifty six consecutive patients presenting at the outpatient clinic of the BD Research Unit were included. If present, for each patient one oral, one skin and one genital lesion were evaluated by dermatoscopy. When indicated, pathergy test was performed according to a standard protocol and the results were evaluated by dermatoscopy. A total of 40 oral, 8 genital, 14 skin lesions and 14 pathergy tests were evaluated by dermatoscopy. While vascular component was the most prominent feature in oral aphthae, this component was less prominent in genital lesions. Dot vessels were the most common form of vessels in both oral and skin lesions. All the oral lesions were characterized by a central white structureless area. Skin lesions were characterized by a red structureless background. In pathergy tests, negative pricks showed absence of specific features while positive pricks were characterized by a structureless background in pink, purple or red. No obvious vascular component was detected in any of the pricks. It seems that these findings have no specific clues for the diagnosis of BD, but our study is the first study in this field and the findings may give way to further investigations.